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**IMPORTANCE** Widespread burnout among physicians has been recognized for more than 2 decades. Extensive evidence indicates that physician burnout has important personal and professional consequences.

**OBSERVATIONS** A lack of awareness regarding the economic costs of physician burnout and uncertainty regarding what organizations can do to address the problem have been barriers to many organizations taking action. Although there is a strong moral and ethical case for organizations to address physician burnout, financial principles (eg, return on investment) can also be applied to determine the economic cost of burnout and guide appropriate investment to address the problem. The business case to address physician burnout is multifaceted and includes costs associated with turnover, lost revenue associated with decreased productivity, as well as financial risk and threats to the organization's long-term viability due to the relationship between burnout and lower quality of care, decreased patient satisfaction, and problems with patient safety. Nearly all US health care organizations have used similar evidence to justify their investments in safety and quality. Herein, we provide conservative formulas based on readily available organizational characteristics to determine the financial return on organizational investments to reduce physician burnout. A model outlining the steps of the typical organization's journey to address this issue is presented. Critical ingredients to making progress include prioritization by leadership, physician involvement, organizational science/learning, metrics, structured interventions, open communication, and promoting culture change at the work unit, leader, and organization level.

**CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE** Understanding the business case to reduce burnout and promote engagement as well as overcoming the misperception that nothing meaningful can be done are key steps for organizations to begin to take action. Evidence suggests that improvement is possible, investment is justified, and return on investment measurable. Addressing this issue is not only the organization's ethical responsibility, it is also the fiscally responsible one.

Widespread burnout among physicians has been recognized for more than 2 decades. Burnout is a syndrome of emotional exhaustion, cynicism, and decreased efficacy at work. Over the past 10 years, studies have demonstrated that the burnout syndrome adversely affects physicians' professionalism, altruism, and sense of calling. In addition to its effect on professional commitment, burnout also has potentially profound personal consequences. Population-based studies have linked burnout to cardiovascular disease and also suggest that burnout is associated with significantly shorter life expectancy. Strong evidence has linked burnout in physicians to problematic alcohol use, broken relationships, depression, and suicide.

The prevalence of burnout in US physicians is staggering. In 2008, large studies of US surgeons demonstrated that approximately 45% of surgeons had at least 1 symptom of burnout. Although a similar prevalence of burnout was observed in a national study of physicians across all disciplines in 2011, wide variation was observed by specialty. Notably, physicians in specialties at the front line of access to care (eg, general internal medicine, family medicine, emergency medicine, neurology) appeared to be at highest risk.

Burnout was nearly twice as common among physicians compared with US workers in other fields even after adjusting for age, sex, relationship status, level of education, and hours worked per week. Subsequent specialty-specific studies by national societies and professional organizations confirmed high rates of burnout in medical oncologists, neurologists, gynecologic oncologists, and others. In 2014, the first follow-up of the 2011 national study found that the rate of burnout among physicians had increased by 9% among US physicians while remaining stable among US workers in other fields over the same interval.

Although it is now widely recognized that 50% of US physicians are afflicted by an occupationally induced syndrome associated with profound personal and professional consequences, little has been done to address this problem. Why has the response to
this situation been so anemic? While there are many potential explanations, we have found that 2 areas of uncertainty among organizational decision makers are the dominant factors. The first is a lack of awareness regarding the economic costs of physician burnout. This uncertainty is typically expressed by the question, “In a time of limited resources and competing priorities, what’s the business case to address this issue?” The second barrier is uncertainty about whether anything can be done. This view is often expressed by the fatalistic question, “This is a national epidemic, what can we do about it?” These dimensions are related and often lead to interacting arguments (“Even if we decide something can be done, how much [financially] should we do?”; “We can only allocate x dollars, there’s nothing [meaningful] we can do for that amount.”). Thus, a lack of awareness by decision makers regarding the evidence that informs the response to these questions has prevented action by many medical centers. Herein, we examine the evidence that provides the platform to answer these questions and develop a rational response.

**What Is the Business Case to Address This Issue?**

Although there is a strong moral and ethical case for organizations to address physician burnout, financial principles (eg, return on investment [ROI]) can also be applied to determine the economic cost of burnout and guide the appropriate initial and ongoing investment to address the problem. The business case to address physician burnout is multifaceted and includes costs associated with turnover and lost revenue associated with decreased productivity, as well as financial risk and threats to the organization’s long-term viability due to the relationship between burnout and lower quality of care, decreased patient satisfaction, and problems with patient safety.

**Costs Associated With Turnover**

Extensive evidence indicates that burnout is a major driver of physician turnover. Multiple large, national studies of US physicians have indicated that burnout is one of the largest factors determining whether or not physicians intend to leave their current position over the next 24 months. Other studies demonstrate that physicians’ intent to leave correlates with actual departures. Further buttressing this relationship, a recent prospective, longitudinal study of faculty physicians at Stanford University found that the actual 2-year rate of turnover among physician faculty who were burned out was double that of non-burned out faculty (M. Trockel, MD, PhD, written communication, May 2017).

Physician turnover results in substantial expense to health care organizations. Turnover results in both direct costs associated with recruitment, as well as lost revenue during recruitment, onboarding, and the time it takes for a new physician to reach optimal efficiency in a new system. Historical studies suggest that the cost to replace a physician is 2 to 3 times the physician’s annual salary. A 2012 report from the Association of Staff Physician Recruiters indicated that the average “hard costs” associated with recruiting a physician (eg, recruiting agency fees, advertisements, interview costs) are $88 000 before factoring in lost revenue during the recruitment and onboarding process. The actual lost revenue for 1 Association of Staff Physician Recruiters client was $990 000 per full-time-equivalent physician, similar to Atrius Health’s recent report that their organizational cost to replace a physician was $500 000 to $1 000 000. The lost revenue associated with replacing procedurally based subspecialty physicians is likely to be substantially higher. Such costs are anticipated to increase as the physician shortage in many specialties intensifies and replacing a physician becomes more difficult. These direct costs of turnover also do not take into account the disruptive impact of turnover on patients, other members of the care team, and the organization’s culture and reputation. Indeed, prospective studies demonstrate that the turnover of any member of the care team increases the risk of burnout among all other members of the care team over the next 12 months even if someone is hired to replace that individual. Thus, turnover by physicians can increase burnout rates for both their colleagues, as well as other members of the care team. Turnover can also affect cost and quality of care for accountable care organizations. A patient who is cared for by her physician of 10 years is likely to get better care at lower cost than a patient who is seen by a different physician every few years.

**Additional Considerations for Academic Medical Centers**

Whereas large practice organizations are typically well aware of the cost of physician turnover, we have found that this dimension is a blind spot for most academic medical centers. Academic medical centers frequently mistakenly believe that they are immune to the costs of turnover because they have a ready pool of residents and fellows completing training from which they can recruit. They may even be seduced by the belief that they will save money because the salary of a new junior faculty member will be lower than that of the senior or mid-career physician being replaced. Or they may assume that higher rates of turnover in academic medical centers are inevitable as physicians move to advance their careers. These misperceptions fail to recognize that the largest cost associated with replacing a physician is the opportunity cost of lost patient care revenue. Only rarely will the previous faculty member’s departure optimally coincide with the completion of residency or fellowship training (typically June), which frequently results in a protracted vacancy before the position is filled. The assumption that a physician completing training can simply be slotted into a position vacated by a mid-career faculty member also fails to account for the greater efficiency and expertise of the more senior physician.

Perhaps the even larger oversight is failing to recognize how different the skill sets of a junior faculty member and mid-career faculty member can be. The academic productivity of the mid-career physician with respect to publications, grants, influence, and ability to design and lead clinical trials is typically substantially different than that of a new faculty member. Indeed, the mean age at first RO1 grant (typically seen as a key measure of being an independent investigator) is approximately 44 years, indicating that faculty members typically do not reach this key milestone in the early phases of their academic careers. Mid- and late-career faculty also have the capacity to mentor junior faculty, who are on the receiving end of such mentorship. The failure of most academic medical centers to recognize these dimensions often causes them to miscalculate the cost and repercussions of physician turnover to their organization.

**Costs Associated With Decreased Productivity**

The largest financial impact of physician burnout for a health care organization is likely due not its effect on turnover but its effect on physician productivity. This dimension is difficult to fully quantify.
In a longitudinal study of 2500 physicians at Mayo Clinic, each 1-point increase in burnout (on a 7-point scale) or 1-point decrease in professional satisfaction (on a 5-point scale) was associated with a 30% to 50% increase in likelihood that physicians would reduce their professional work effort over the following 24 months as independently assessed by payroll records. Although subsequent follow-up to 2 years later indicated that reducing work effort is an effective strategy to reduce burnout for individual physicians, it comes at a substantial financial cost to the organization.

Although these observations were derived from a large organization with a salaried physician compensation model, the results seem to apply to other settings. Indeed, they may reflect an under-estimate of the effect of burnout on productivity because it is often difficult for physicians in salaried models to receive permission to reduce their professional work effort whereas physicians in productivity-based compensation models can simply reduce the number of patients they see and take home a smaller paycheck. Consistent with this notion, a recent national study found that physicians in pure productivity-based compensation models were more likely to plan to reduce professional work effort over the next 12 months than those in salaried compensation models.

Due to the high fixed costs of many health care organizations, even a small change (eg, 1%-2%) in productivity can have large effects on an organization’s bottom line. Even if a health care organization does not directly employ the physician (eg, a hospital with an open staff model), they are nonetheless affected by declines in productivity due to burnout (eg, fewer elective surgical cases, admissions, imaging). For academic medical centers, a decrease in the productivity of faculty in nonclinical tasks (eg, teaching, research, service to the organization on committees) can be even harder to quantify because it is difficult to accurately measure decreased engagement in teaching and mentorship or to identify the manuscripts and grants that a faculty member chose not to write. One estimate suggested that burnout reduces a faculty member’s academic productivity (grants, publications) by approximately 15%.

**Effects on Quality, Safety, and Patient Satisfaction**

Extensive evidence has also linked physician burnout to quality of care. Studies in both residents and practicing physicians suggest a dose-response relationship between burnout and medical errors, with each 1-point increase in the emotional exhaustion (on a 54-point scale) or depersonalization (on a 30-point scale) domains of burnout correlating with 3% to 10% increase in the likelihood of a physician reporting a major medical error in the past 3 months. This relationship persists in longitudinal studies (eg, a higher burnout score today increases the risk of errors over the next 3 months) and is independent of fatigue. Studies of both residents and practicing physicians also show a relationship between burnout and other suboptimal patient care behaviors such as failing to fully discuss treatment options or answer a patient’s questions.

Of further concern, a number of studies suggest that burnout can be infectious and that cynicism and loss of engagement can spread from one member of the care team to another. Such burnout at the unit or team level seems to adversely influence quality of care. A study of 54 intensive care units in Switzerland found that the aggregate level of burnout among the physicians and nurses working on the unit was correlated with the standardized mortality ratios of the patients cared for on that unit. Longitudinal follow-up of these units demonstrated that burnout led to an erosion of teamwork over the next 9 months and resulted in decreased patient safety both directly as well as indirectly through its impact on team-based care.

Studies in nurses have found a correlation between nurse burnout at the hospital level and independently reported hospital-acquired infections, further cementing the relationship between clinician well-being and objectively measured patient outcomes. A number of studies have linked physician satisfaction to patient satisfaction. Physician burnout has also been linked to patient outcomes. For example, a prospective longitudinal study among inpatients found that the postdischarge recovery time was longer for patients cared for by physicians who were more burned out. Other studies have found a relationship between physician job satisfaction and suboptimal prescribing habits, testing ordering, and patient adherence to their physicians’ recommendations.

The principal concern that all of these studies raise is the deleterious effect of physician distress on patients. They also have substantial secondary economic implications for health care organizations with respect to patient satisfaction, quality metrics, contracting, and litigation-related expenses.

**How Should Organizations Approach the Problem?**

The fact that physician burnout is a national epidemic leads many organizations to believe that there is nothing they can do to address the problem. Those centers that do recognize that they control many of the factors that drive burnout are often unsure how an organizational-level intervention can combat such a complex problem. Even the dauntless institutions who recognize that they must try are frequently unsure where to begin and do not believe that the resources they have to invest are sufficient to do anything meaningful.

The available evidence contradicts all of these notions. Burnout is primarily a system-level problem driven by excess job demands and inadequate resources and support, not an individual problem triggered by personal limitations. Two systematic reviews and meta-analyses have demonstrated that organizational interventions can reduce burnout, and evidence suggests that even modest investments can make a difference.

Indeed, nearly all US health care organizations have used similar evidence to that discussed to justify their investments in safety and quality. This investment is based both on the moral and ethical imperative to improve safety and quality, as well as the risk to organizational viability if safety and quality are not improved (lower patient satisfaction, less favorable patient outcomes, effects on contracting, greater litigation risk). System-level interventions by organizations to enhance quality include prioritization by leadership, organizational learning, metrics, staffing considerations, structured interventions (eg, Plan-Do-Study-Act), open communication, and promoting culture change by intervening at the work unit, leader, and organization level. To coordinate these initiatives, nearly all health care organizations have a chief quality officer who is an integral component of the leadership structure. This individual is typically allocated resources, charged to assess the or-
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### Figure 1. Typical Steps in an Organization’s Journey Toward Expertise in Physician Well-being

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Novice</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Proficient</th>
<th>Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>• Aware of the issue</td>
<td>• Wellness committee</td>
<td>• Shared accountability for well-being among organizational leaders</td>
<td>• Chief well-being officer on executive leadership team</td>
<td>• Endowed program in physician well-being creates new knowledge that guides other organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformative</td>
<td>• Understands business case to promote physician well-being</td>
<td>• Practice redesign based on driver dimensions</td>
<td>• Physician well-being considered when organizational objectives are achieved</td>
<td>• System-level interventions with robust assessment of effectiveness</td>
<td>• Coach for leaders in participatory management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>• Understands driver dimensions</td>
<td>• Peer support program</td>
<td>• Physician well-being considered when organizational decisions implemented</td>
<td>• Measures and reduces clerical burden</td>
<td>• Coaching resources for physicians to support career, work-life integration, self-care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>• Identifies struggling units</td>
<td>• Cross-sectional survey assessing physician well-being</td>
<td>• Regularly measures burnout/well-being to monitor trends</td>
<td>• Physicians given greater voice in decisions</td>
<td>• Measures and reduces clerical burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>• Physician well-being considered when organizational decisions implemented</td>
<td>• Physician well-being considered when organizational decisions implemented</td>
<td>• Measures and reduces clerical burden</td>
<td>• Physicians given greater voice in decisions</td>
<td>• Coaching resources for physicians to support career, work-life integration, self-care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Finances, turnover, safety/quality, patient satisfaction.

* Strategy, priorities, resource allocation, new initiatives.

organizational, and empowered to change both processes and culture to help the organization improve.

A similar framework can be used to foster improvement in physician well-being. We have observed that many organizations that have endeavored to address this problem tend to follow a somewhat predictable path (Figure 1). While well intentioned, most organizations are currently stuck at the novice or beginner phase, with relatively few having moved to the competent, proficient, or expert phases in which real progress is made.

It is important for organizations to understand the factors that drive burnout and engagement. These factors can be organized into 7 driver dimensions: workload, efficiency, flexibility and/or control, culture and values, work-life integration, community at work, and meaning in work. Each of these drivers is influenced by national, organizational, work unit, and individual factors. Organizations can often make profound and effective changes in several of these dimensions (eg, flexibility and/or control, efficiency, community at work, and meaning in work) with limited investment. The fact that such changes can be low cost does not mean that they are easy. They typically require a strategic plan customized to the local environment along with prioritization, commitment, and follow-through at the highest level of the organization. Organizations should also aspire to realize the potentially even greater benefits of taking on the challenge of improving the efficiency of their work environment, reducing clerical burden, addressing problems with workload, and having the courage to address problems with values alignment and organizational culture. Commitment from executive leadership is the prerequisite, assessment the first step, and frontline leadership a force multiplier.

---

**How Should an Organization Determine an Appropriate Initial Level of Investment?**

Based on present knowledge, how much should an organization invest each year to reduce burnout and promote physician engagement? The answer to this question is informed by the size of the organization (eg, number of physicians), other local characteristics (eg, rates of turnover, safety scores, patient satisfaction scores), and standard financial calculations (eg, ROI).

Consider a hypothetical organization that employed 450 physicians, had an annual turnover rate of 7.5%, and which had typical replacement costs of $500 000 per physician. The annual organizational cost of physician turnover would be approximately $16.9 million/y. Although people leave organizations for many reasons (eg, promotion opportunities, lack of fit, illness, life events, family considerations, conflicts with coworkers or leaders), some of this turnover is directly related to burnout. Given prospective longitudinal studies demonstrating that burned out physicians are twice as likely to turn over and a burnout prevalence of 50%, the amount of turnover attributable to burnout for this organization would be approximately 2.5%/y. This number is derived from the fact that the overall rate of turnover (7.5%) is composed of the combination of 5% turnover among those without burnout and 10% turnover among those who are burned out. Accordingly, without burnout, the turnover rate for the organization as a whole would decrease from 7.5% to 5%. If the organization believed that it had identified an organizational intervention that cost $1 million/y that could reduce the prevalence of burnout from 50% to 40% (a 20% relative risk re-
Figure 2. Worksheet to Project Organizational Cost of Physician Burnout

1. Input data: Enter values
   - N = No. of physicians at your center
   - BO = Rate of burnout of physicians at your center
   - TO = Current turnover rate per year
   - C = Cost of turnover per physician

2. Calculations:
   - Estimated Cost of Physician Turnover Attributable to Burnout
     A. TO without burnout (solve for TO without burnout):
        \[ TO = \left(1 - BO\right) \times \left(1 - \left(2 \times \frac{TO}{1 + BO}\right)\right) \]
        Simplified formula:
        \[ TO \text{ without burnout} = \frac{TO}{1 + BO} \]
     B. Projected No. of physicians turning over per year due to burnout
        (solve using input variables and TO without burnout value from step A):
        \[ \text{No. of physicians turning over due to burnout per year} = (TO - \text{TO without burnout}) \times N \]
     C. Projected cost of physician turnover per year due to burnout (solve using input variables and No. of physicians turning over due to burnout per year from step B):
        \[ \text{Estimated cost of turnover due to burnout} = C \times \text{No. of physicians turning over due to burnout per year} \]

Example Using N = 450; BO = 50%; TO = 7.5%; C = $500 000

A. TO without burnout:
   \[ 0.075 = \left[1 - 0.5\right] \times \left[1 - \left(2 \times \frac{0.075}{1 + 0.5}\right)\right] \]

B. No. of physicians turning over due to burnout:
   \[ \left(0.075 - 0.05\right) \times 450 = 11.25 \]

C. Projected cost of physician turnover per year:
   \[ $500 000 \times 11.25 = $5 625 000 \]

Figure 3. Worksheet to Determine Return on Investment (ROI) in Reduced Turnover Costs Resulting From Intervention to Reduce Physician Burnout (BO)

1. Input data: Enter values
   - CB = Estimated cost of turnover due to physician burnout
   - CI = Cost of intervention per year
   - R = Relative reduction in BO

2. Calculations:
   - ROI
     A. Savings due to reduced BO:
        \[ \text{Savings} = \text{CB} \times \text{R} \]
        Formula:
        \[ \text{Savings due to reduced BO} = \text{CB} \times \left(1 - \frac{R}{100}\right) \]
     B. ROI:
        \[ \text{ROI} = \frac{\text{Savings} - \text{CI}}{\text{CI}} \]

Example Using CB = $5 625 000; CI = $1 000 000; R = 20%

A. Savings due to reduced BO:
   \[ $5 625 000 \times 0.20 = $1 125 000 \]

B. ROI:
   \[ \frac{($1 125 000 - $1 000 000)}{1 000 000} = 12.5\% \]

*a From Figure 2.

Need for Occupation-Specific Interventions
These financial considerations also represent one of several reasons organizations should be careful invoking generic “well-being” initiatives that aim to reduce burnout among all employees. Although efforts to improve teamwork and improve the efficiency of the practice environment may benefit all members of the care team, each discipline also has unique challenges, necessitating targeted interventions to address their unique needs. The system interventions that would be most helpful for an intensive care unit nurse, an operating room nurse, a pharmacist, a physical therapist, a laboratory technician, and a urologist are distinct. Global, one-size-fits-all approaches typically fail to implement the interventions that would be most effective for each group. The magnitude of investment that yields a positive ROI can also vary widely for each occupation because the replacement costs and revenue loss associated with turnover and decreased productivity vary by profession and job type. A well-intentioned global investment that modestly improved well-being for all employees but failed to reduce burnout among physicians could have a large negative ROI because it was not designed in a targeted or strategic manner. Conversely, a relatively expensive intervention that made a meaningful impact might not be feasible for all health care workers but yield a substantial positive ROI in physicians.

Conclusions
Despite the staggering prevalence of physician burnout and increased organizational awareness of the problem, many organizations have failed to take action commensurate with the multiple actual interventions that have been shown to reduce burnout. A worksheet to estimate the costs of burnout and potential ROI for a given organization are provided in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
risk to the organization. Understanding the business case to reduce burnout and promote engagement as well as overcoming the misperception that nothing meaningful can be done are key steps for organizations to begin to take action. Improvement is possible, investment is justified, and return on investment measurable. Addressing this issue is not only the organization’s ethical responsibility, it is also the fiscally responsible one.
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